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House Resolution 244

By: Representative Lopez of the 86th 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing and commending Deanna Johnson Cauthen for her impressive accomplishments1

as the host of The Working Woman Radio Show; and for other purposes. 2

WHEREAS, Deanna Johnson Cauthen has created and established a remarkable podcast3

known as The Working Woman Radio Show that showcases conversations about the unique4

issues working women face; and5

WHEREAS, over the past 18 months since the podcast began, The Working Woman Radio6

Show has interviewed dozens of women who are making a difference in the community,7

highlighting the important accomplishments of other women; and8

WHEREAS, not only has Deanna earned recognition for the incredible and innovative role9

she has served in discussing the issues women with which women grapple, but she has also10

earned commendations for her gracious efforts to provide support to community members11

in need; and12

WHEREAS, the community support that stems from the podcast includes several initiatives13

such as creating hygiene bags for at-risk kids at Eagle Woods Academy, providing Blessing14

Bags for nurses and administrators in the endoscopy unit at Emory University Hospital, and15
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purchasing and delivering love gifts to local cancer patients during Breast Cancer Awareness16

Month; and17

WHEREAS, Deanna has an esteemed reputation for having worked as a contributing writer18

for The Atlanta Journal-Constitution, the Decatur Dispatch, and Tucker Times news19

magazines; and20

WHEREAS, it is abundantly fitting and proper that the remarkable achievements of this21

distinguished Georgian be appropriately recognized.22

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that23

the members of this body recognize and commend Deanna Johnson Cauthen for her work as24

the host of The Working Woman Radio Show.25

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized26

and directed to make an appropriate copy of this resolution available for distribution to27

Deanna Johnson Cauthen.28


